SDMC Minutes
9/8/22

In Attendance: Elizabeth Faris, Anna Rosenthal, Laura Anderson, Michael Hunt, Jenny Dagley, Vanessa Flores, Shelia Bagley, Cheryl Neal, Shannon Talley, Traci Surles, Alison Cline, Clarence Myers.

1. PTO Report - Ice machine working.
   1st grant meeting on 9/8/22, teachers should have them by end of 9/9/22.
   Aims for PALS email on next week.
   Room parents meeting on 9/20/22
   Monthly meeting with Sue Diegard
   Carnival in the Spring
   International Festival on 9/11/22.

2. PRINCIPAL/AP REPORT - Checking on the air.
   Checking on the grounds, Pick up keys from Cheryl

3. Safety Report - Transitioning from the lunch with so many classes on the hallway.

4. SDMC Members/Discussion/SIP - Keeping the SIP goals at 2%
   Changing the multipurpose room name to Grace Phillips memorial room.